This paper examines qualitative simulation (QS) from the phase space perspective of dynamic systems theory. QS consists of two steps: transition analysis determines the sequence of qualitative states that a system traverses and global interpretation derives its long-term behavior . I recast transition analysis as a search problem in phase space and replace the assorted transition rules with two algebraic conditions. The first condition determines transitions between arbitrarily shaped regions in phase space, as opposed to QS which only handles n-dimensional rectangles . It also provides more accurate results by considering only the boundaries between regions . The second condition determines whether nearby trajectories approach a fixed point asymptotically. It obtains better results than QS by exploiting local stability properties . I recast global interpretation as a search for attractors in phase space and present a global interpretation algorithm for systems whose local behavior determines global behavior uniquely.
Introduction
Qualitative reasoning seeks to automate the analysis of dynamic systems whose exact workings are unimportant to the problem task, complicated, or unknown. For example, a computer chef should be able to infer that turning up the flame under a pot increases the temperature of its contents without solving heat conduction equations. Current qualitative reasoning programs derive the abstract behavior of a system by simulating qualitative versions of its governing equations. This paper examines qualitative simulation (QS) from the phase space perspective of dynamic systems theory.
The next section translates the qualitative reasoning terminology of AI researchers into the phase space representation . QS consists of two steps: transition analysis determines the sequence of qualitative states that a system traverses and global interpretation derives its long-term behavior. Sections 3 and 4 recast transition analysis as a search problem in phase space and replace the assorted transition rules with two algebraic conditions . These conditions are more general and more accurate than the original transition rules . Section 5 recasts global interpretation as a search for attractors in phase space. It presents a global interpretation algorithm for systems whose local behavior determines global behavior uniquely.
The final section contains conclusions and plans future work on global interpretation . This paper addresses a generic form of QS, couched in terms of abstract differential equations that contain arbitrary constants and functions . The ideas apply to every formalism in the qualitative reasoning literature as well. The discussion pertains solely to input/output behavior and efficiency, not to cognitive or philosophical issues . It makes no claims about human reasoning methods or about the putative causal ordering that QS imposes on systems.
See de Kleer and Brown [4, 5] and Iwasaki and Simon [9, 10] for a discussion of these issues .
Qualitative Reasoning in Phase Space
The phase space for a system of first-order differential equations x; = fi(Xi, . . .,xn); i = 1, . . .,n is the Cartesian product of the xi's domains. One can convert higher-order equations to first-order ones by introducing new variables as synonyms for higher derivatives. Points in phase space represent states of the system . Curves on which equation (1) and S be adjacent along the boundary xi = k with xi < k for x E R and xi > k for x E S. QS derives a transition from R to S unless the governing equations imply xi < 0 for every x E R and one from S to R unless the equations imply xz > 0 for every x E S. In the block example, x' > 0 on (-,+) and (0,+) by equation (2) . Hence, there is a transition from (-, +) to (0, +), but not from (0, +) to The QS transition analysis algorithm only applies to regions whose boundaries have the form xi = k. This prevents QS from reasoning about regions such as u > v and u2 + v2 < k that have slanted and circular boundaries respectively. Also, the QS algorithm can produce spurious transitions when a derivative takes on positive and negative values within a single region. For example, given the equation y' = yy 2 , y' is positive for y E (0, 1) and negative for y E (1, oo) . QS derives a transition from (0, oo) to 0 even though y moves away from 0 in (0, 1), as shown in Figure 6 . In this case, one can solve the problem by including the critical points of y, 0 and 1, in its value space. This solution becomes cumbersome for systems with many critical points and impossible when the critical points of one variable depend on another variable.
A phase space perspective generalizes transition analysis to regions bounded by smooth curves and eliminates the spurious transitions discussed above . For a trajectory to cross from region R to S via boundary u, its tangent t at the intersection point with u must form an acute angle with the normal n, as shown in Figure 7 . In algebraic terms, the inner product t -n must be positive . Hence, a transition exists from R to S unless t -n < 0 everywhere on u . This condition applies to any smooth boundary. It reduces to the QS transition condition, xi < 0, in the special case where u has the form xi = k . Trajectory crossing from R to S via u . The tangent t at the crossing point must form an acute angle with n, the normal to u that points into S .
The condition t -n < 0 is evaluated on the boundaries between regions, making it insensitive to changes in the signs of derivatives within a region. In our example, y' = 0 at the boundary, 0, between (0, oo) and 0, ruling out a transition to 0 . In the block example, x' > 0 on the boundary, (0, -I -), between (-, -}-) and (0, -}-) . This result agrees with the QS prediction because x' > 0 throughout (-, +) . The general case of regions R and S adjacent along xi = k and governed by equation (1) . , xi_i, xi+1, . . . , xn in S . The limit reduces to fi(xi, . . . , xi_i, k, xi+i, . . . , xn) when fi is continuous from above or when S has zero width in dimension i . These reductions apply to all current QS systems because all researchers have assumed one-sided (but not twosided) continuity.
The accuracy of these transition conditions depends on the specificity of the system equations and on the power of the inequality prover . If only sign equations are available, as in de Kleer and Brown [4] , one must evaluate the above inequalities by qualitative arithmetic, a special case of interval arithmetic [15] . Better results are possible when algebraic equations are available, as in the models of Forbus [6] and Kuipers [14] . Powerful inequality provers can rule out impossible transitions that qualitative arithmetic endorses, perhaps at the cost of increased computational complexity. I discuss the tradeoffs between power and efficiency in existing inequality provers elsewhere [16] Sign stability does not distinguish between spiral and nodal approach to a fixed point (Figure 8 ) because the magnitudes of the ail determine these properties . In the twodimensional case, for example, trajectories spiral for and are nodal otherwise . Given only the signs of the ai9, QS can do no better. I discuss constraints on the magnitudes of the ail at the end of this section .
inequality reasoner [16] . In the block example (2), the matrix E={(i,j)j2~4 3Aaii : 01 . Jef£ries et al . [11] derive necessary and sufficient conditions for sign stability. Define R = {ilaii~4 0} . Let G be an undirected graph with vertices V = {1, . . .,n} and edges 
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An R-coloring of G partitions V into black and white sets such that each vertex in R is black, no black vertex has exactly one white neighbor, and each white vertex has some white neighbor . A complete matching in G for Z C V is a set of edges satisfying : (1) no two edges touch the same vertex and (2) an edge touches each vertex in Z. A is sign stable iff: A redundant system contains a set of variables that can be expressed in terms of its constants and remaining variables. Redundancy prevents a stable system from being sign stable . For example, the following system describes the (inertia-free) flow of liquid through v monotone increasing functions that vanish at with p, r, u, and redundant because either of the variables volume-x and volume-y can be expressed as the difference between the constant total-volume and the other variable . 1 0 Ei aivi = k. Next, it derives a maximal independent set of variables and eliminates he remaining variables by substitution . In the U-tube example, it obtains volume-x'---volume-y' = 0 from the last two constraints, integrates the result into volume-x+ volume-y = k, and substitutes k -volume-y for volume-x. Abbreviating volume-y to y, the reduced equation
The derivative terms in a ll are positive because the corresponding functions increase monotonically. Hence, a ll is negative and A satisfies the sign stability conditions . Small height differentials between the arms of the U-tube always disappear over time.
If neither A nor -A is sign stable at the fixed point p, FPA tests whether constraints on the magnitudes of the ai.1 imply stability. For example, given a > b > 0 it determines that (13) is stable even though M violates condition 2 for sign stability and -M violates condition 1. FPA also determines that the fixed point is nodal from equation (7), since A = 4b2 > 0.
Stability of an n-by-n matrix is decidable in O(n3 ) time with the Routh-Hurwitz algorithm [1, Ch. 3] when the ai.7 are numbers. That algorithm depends solely on inequalities involving terms in the determinant expansion of A . Hence, it can also handle symbolic ail, providing the signs of the determinant terms remain derivable. FPA tries to resolve the inequalities with the BOUNDER inequality reasoner . If it succeeds, as in the case of M above, the Routh-Hurwitz algorithm determines the stability of A. If BOUNDER cannot resolve some inequality, the algorithm fails . Either the problem is too hard for BOUNDER or the inequality is indeterminate, implying that some, but not all, instances of A are stable . FPA maintains the completeness of the transition graph by constructing transitions from every adjacent region to p.
The Routh-Hurwitz algorithm must resolve O(n3 ) inequalities. The full BOUNDER program takes exponential time in each inequality, making the overall algorithm exponential . FPA can also use an O(n) subset of BOUNDER that performs interval arithmetic, making the overall algorithm O(n4 ), but sacrificing some predictive power. The restricted algorithm suffices for many matrices, including M above .
Global Interpretation
The task of global interpretation is to determine the long-term behavior of a system, as opposed to transient behavior. For example, the block asymptotically nears its rest position and the height differential in the U-tube asymptotically vanishes . The phase space equivalent of asymptotic behavior is an attractor: a connected subset of phase space that nearby trajectories approach . The fixed points of the U-tube and the block are point attractors.
Other possibilities include limit cycles, separatrices, and strange attractors . 
for the block equation (2) has the sign pattern [°+] for every x and v . The system is monostable because this pattern is sign stable, as proved in the previous section. This confirms the intuition that the block's oscillations die out as friction dissipates its initial energy. The U-tube equation (11) is also monostable, implying that arbitrary height differentials between the arms of the U-tube always disappear over time .
Conclusions
This paper recasts the terminology and algorithms of qualitative reasoning into the phase space representation . It simplifies transition analysis from many rules to two algebraic conditions . The first condition determines transitions between arbitrarily shaped regions in phase space, as opposed to QS which only handles n-dimensional rectangles . It also provides more accurate results by considering only the boundaries between regions . The second condition determines whether nearby trajectories approach a fixed point asymptotically.
It obtains better results than QS by exploiting local stability properties . Both conditions apply to equations at all levels of abstraction: sign constraints, symbolic constraints, numeric values, and combinations thereof. The more information exists, the better they perform.
Qualitative reasoning includes more than transition analysis . Identifying attractors, which determine long-term behavior, is the next key problem . The monostability test of the previous section provides a method for deriving global fixed point attractors . Some ad ditional methods for identifying attractors appear in my thesis [17] , but many remain to be developed . Mathematicians, scientists, and engineers explore many properties of dynamic systems beyond transitions and attractors, including boundedness and periodicity of trajectories, the existence of unstable limit cycles, and the location of separatrices . Incorporating their techniques into qualitative reasoning is a topic for future research .
